ABSTRACT
In today’s world major problem youth intake of drugs are increasing day by day. Lysergic acid Diethylamide (LSD) is a synthetic hallucinogenic drug.LSD is derived from lysergic acid compound found in Ergot, a fungus that develops on moldy rye plant and different grains. It can be taken in the form of stamps (microdots), tablets, capsules, windowpanes (gelatin squares) etc. It increases blood pressure, heart rate and body temperature, loss of appetite, dry mouth, and sweating etc.LSD causes stimulating impacts by disturbing the interaction of the neurotransmitter serotonin and nerve cells which effects the brain. LSD is promptly consumed by the gastrointestinal tract with ingestion being the most widely route of exposure.LSD also uses in major date rape drug in sexual assault cases. It also effect the various parts of the body physically as well as mentally. It plays a major role in physiological effect and psychological effect. The overdose of toxic effect of LSD a person was in coma and sometimes death may occur.
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INTRODUCTION
Lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) is a synthetic hallucinogenic drug. LSD is derived from the from lysergic acid, which is found in Ergot a fungus that develop on moldy rye and different grains. There was a Swiss scientist Albert Hofmann first orchestrated LSD in 1938 as a worker of the Sandoz Laboratories. Hofmann was leading exploration on the helpful estimation of the lysergic acid mixes as a circulatory and respiratory stimulant, however no extraordinary impacts were found and his research was discontinued. Hofmann found the hallucinogenic effect of LSD in 1943 when he coincidentally ingested a portion of the drug. This discovery reestablished interest for the drug as a conceivable treatment for schizophrenia and as an examination instrument in concentrate mental illness [1]. During the 1950s LSD (Delysid c Sandoz) was acquainted to the therapeutic community as an experimental tool to induce temporary psychotic-like states in normals (“model-psychosis”) and later to enhance psychotherapeutic treatments (“psycholytic” or “psychedelic” therapy)[2]. During the end of the 1960s, people begin using LSD for recreational and religious purposes, [3] prompting the arrangement of a “psychedelic movement” during the international students complaints of that time [4,5]. In spite of the fact that the complaints progress declined, the utilization of LSD sustained. It is still a most important hallucinogen, illicitly utilized around the world. The National Survey on Drug Use and Health [6] has, for instance, announced LSD as a major drug of abuse in every yearly survey since the 1970s. In the 1990, LSD was amongst the position of “club drugs” that, along with MDMA and ketamine, were establish at dance clubs and large secretive parties recognized as raves [7]. A current national study suggest LSD utilize amongst high school students is declining, and may be at its lowest point in several years [8].
LSD's Use of Sexual Assault as a Date Rape Drug

Date Rape Drugs are very normal and on the increase in developed as well as developing countries. Under the influence of LSD, the capacity to make reasonable judgment and see common date rape drug which can be lethal in quantity was taken in the drink and other forms. After an LSD trip, the abuser may suffer acute unconsciousness, anxiety, and depression may also use in the sexual assaults flashbacks, which are recurrences of the effects of LSD days or still months after captivating the last dosage. A flashback occurs abruptly, often without caution, usually in people who use hallucinogens constantly or have a sexual assault individuality problem. Bad trips and flashbacks are single part of the risk of LSD utilize. LSD users may also manifest relatively long-lasting psychoses, such as schizophrenia or brutal despair. LSD produce patience, so some users who take the drug repeatedly must take increasingly higher doses to attain the condition of intoxication that they had formerly achieved. [9].

Toxic Effect of Lysergic Acid Diethylamide on Human Health

LSD’s Effects on the Brain user experience the effects of LSD within 30 to 90 minutes after intake, and these effects may last as long as 12 hours. LSD causes hallucinogenic effects by disturbing the contact of the neurotransmitter serotonin and nerve cells. Serotonin is concerned in the control of behavioral, perceptual, and regulatory system, for example mood, hunger, body temperature, sexual behavior, and muscle control.[1] LSD’s impact on serotonin also affect an region of the brain that detect exterior stimuli from all above the body, make it more approachable to effort from the surroundings. [10] LSD’s effects on brain functioning are multifaceted and not fully understand. LSD influence various neurotransmitter systems [11,12].

Psychological Effect of LSD

A modest dosage (75–150 μg p.o.) of LSD will considerably change condition of consciousness. This modification is characterize by a stimulation of affect (mostly experience as euphoria), improved ability for introspection, and changed psychological functioning in the course of Freudian major processes, known or else as hypnagogic understanding and thoughts [13]. Particularly notable are perceptual change such as illusion, pseudo-hallucinations, synesthesias, and alteration of thinking and instance understanding. Changes of body-image and ego function also frequently take place [14,15]. The acute psychological effects of LSD last between 6and 10 h, depending on the dose apply. The negligible identifiable dose of LSD in humans is about 25 μg p.o. [16,17]. The "optimal" dose for a characteristic completely outspread LSD reaction is predictable to be in the range of 100–200 μg [18,16,19]. shocking experience (called "bad trips") can have long-lasting effects on LSD users, include mood swing and rarely flashback phenomenon [20]. It must be noted, however, that these usually take place in unrestrained circumstances. On the other hand, it has been exposed that under controlled and helpful conditions, the LSD experience may have permanent positive effects on attitude and personality [21]. The psychologic effects of LSD are dosage related and effect change in stimulation, emotion, perception, thought processes, and self-image. The reply to the drug is connected to the person’s state of mind, emotion, or expectations at the time and can be changed by the collection or location [22]. Psychological effects were alike to those of lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD), with psilocybin careful to be more powerfully illustration, fewer sensitively strong, more euphoric, and with fewer panic reaction and less possibility of paranoia than LSD [23,24]. LSD has been describe as a 'non-specific amplifier of the unconscious’, since it promote the dormant psychodynamics of the patients and enable right of entry to thoughts, relations, feelings and inner processes, which are more often than not barred from consciousness. [25,26]. current scientific examination of psilocybin have indicate that it is not dangerous to bodily physical condition [27].

Neurobiological Effects of Lysergic Acid Diethylamide

The huge development that has been complete in our sympathetic of the mechanism of action of psychedelics [11,28-31]. The neurobiology of emotional disorders has enable us to assume new hypothesis concerning the therapeutic mechanism of psychedelics and their scientific application. At this point we focus on the glutametetic and serotonergic mechanism of action of psychedelics with look upon to their most promising indication — that is, their utilize in the action of depression and anxiety [32-34]. LSD given to normal’s (0.5 to 1 μg/kg p.o.) abridged the excretion of inorganic phosphate (as establish also with these other hallucinogens mescaline and psilocybin), suggestive of that LSD might take action on enzymatic systems to make easy the binding of phosphate [35]. Though this reduce is constantly observed, its consequence in regard to the action of LSD is indistinct, and it might just be a simple nonspecific manifestation of psychological pressure [36]. These change were connected with events of psychological condition and constant with potential neurobiological substrates of main mental illness [37].

Somatic Effects of Lysergic acid diethylamide

Cerletti report an LD-50 for mice with intravenous function of 280mg/kg which might involve an LD-50 of several grams of psilocybin in human [38]. The threshold dosage for considerable sympathomimetic effects in humans is 0.5–1.0 μg/kg LSD.
Pharmacological Effects of Lysergic Acid Diethylamide

The pharmacology of LSD is difficult but the mechanism of action is still not understandable [43]. After make use of of LSD psychological and sympathomimetic effects continue for 30–45min, reaching their peak after 1.5–2.5 h[44,45]. A important pharmacological difference between LSD and other type of hallucinogens is the straight dopaminergic effect of LSD, which is not a component of the pharmacology of phenethylamine- and tryptamine-type hallucinogens. Dopaminergic effects of LSD have been documented for many years [46].

DISCUSSION

In this review study Lysergic acid diethylamide is most common drug was taken by youth. It is a hallucinogenic and psychotrophic drug. In overdose toxic effect, the person may go to coma and sometime death may occur. Human health is directly affected by Neurological dysfunction and hallucinogen. Earlier study have shown, exceed LSD mixes with drink uses as a sexual assault cases. The disease is basically related to chronic toxicity of LSD gastrointestinal effect, tremors, high blood pressure, bad trip, etc. This was a major essential growing problem that provides us to keep the use of LSD in differential for any patient who present with symptoms described about. The lack of scientific research in human awareness about the risk of LSD and youth will continuously use and particularly by those who have already experienced the effect of LSD.

CONCLUSION

The toxicologists have detected the chronic and acute toxic effect of LSD in various parts of human body. Analytical instrument are used for detection of concentration in blood, saliva, urine, sweat of LSD by using GC-MS, HPLC, LC-MS. In nowadays youth are rapidly increasing use of LSD drug in developing countries. Benzodiazepines (diazepam) is the treatment alternative for sedation of LSD drug. The LSD is illicit drug in India and most of the countries the world. Some of the countries use these drugs as medicinal purposes. Further related study agreed out in the future with sample detained in different states, will allow a quantitative report of the drug in these samples to be defined at the national level.
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